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A Joint Design of Platoon Communication and
Control Based on LTE-V2V

Chunhua Hong, Hangguan Shan, Meiyan Song, Weihua Zhuang, Zhiyu Xiang, Yingxiao Wu, Xiaoli Yu

Abstract—Recently, vehicle platooning has attracted a lot of
attention as one of the promising solutions to the explosion
of vehicle numbers. By exchanging information among vehicles
through communication networks, vehicle platooning can signif-
icantly improve traffic safety and efficiency. In this paper, we
develop a joint systematic design of platoon communication and
control to reduce position errors of consecutive vehicles and to
improve platoon safety. Through separate information dissemina-
tion of the platoon leader and followers, we improve the success
probability of the platoon leader’s information dissemination.
To extend the communication range of the platoon leader and
also the platoon scale, we propose to use relays to forward the
platoon leader’s messages. Further, an adaptive distributed model
predictive control (DMPC) based controller is presented, which
can adjust its control parameters according to platoon state and
dynamic information sources. Simulation results not only verify
the proposed systematic design in terms of position errors, but
also show that our scheme performs well in vehicle failure cases
where collisions can be avoided and platoon safety improved.

Index Terms—Vehicle platooning, vehicular network, intra-
platoon communications, distributed model predictive control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rapidly-growing vehicular traffic has caused serious prob-

lems, such as traffic accidents, congestion, and exhaust emis-

sions. Platooning provides an effective solution, in which au-

tonomous vehicles in the same lane are grouped into platoons.

Vehicles in a platoon move at the same speed and maintain

a small constant distance gap from preceding vehicles [1]–

[3]. To maintain a safe and efficient platoon, vehicles in the

platoon have to obtain kinetic status information, such as

position and velocity, from other vehicles. In early research,

the information is obtained through sensors such as radar

[4], [5]. However, such sensors are limited to the range

of visibility and are heavily affected by the weather. More

recently, vehicular communication is introduced to facilitate

information exchange among vehicles, and shows its benefits.

In platooning, an efficient inter-vehicle communication

(IVC) protocol is needed to deliver control messages. For IVC
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protocol design, the dissemination of periodic beacon mes-

sages and event-driven safety messages has been extensively

studied [6]–[9]. Moreover, some advanced IVC protocols are

proposed specifically for vehicle platoon scenarios [10]–[13].

On the other hand, it is necessary to have an advanced platoon

control mechanism. In recent years, some advanced platoon

control laws have been proposed, including cooperative adap-

tive cruise control (CACC) [14], sliding-mode control (SMC)

[15], [16], H∞ control [17], [18], and model predictive

control (MPC) [19], [20]. Meanwhile, other issues such as

the communication network topology, vehicle dynamics, and

formation geometry (i.e., the desired inter-vehicle distance)

are investigated [21], [22]. However, the aforementioned

studies focus only on either platoon communication or platoon

control. For platoon communication-related works, the existing

IVC protocols aim at improving communication performance,

while neglecting the requirements of platoon control. As for

platoon control, most existing studies present control strate-

gies under certain communication network topologies without

taking account of communication failures caused by the time-

varying channel.

There are works on solutions of systematic platoon com-

munication and control design, mostly for a one-hop platoon

where the platoon leader is accessible to all vehicles [23]–[25].

When direct communication between the platoon leader and

its followers fails, the followers need to estimate the leader’s

status. Hence, improvement of platoon control performance is

severely restricted to the communication environment. More-

over, the platoon scale is limited to the maximal one-hop

communication range.

In this paper, we study a joint system of periodic pla-

toon communication and control to reduce position errors

and improve platoon safety. Specifically, we propose a com-

munication scheme based on LTE vehicle-to-vehicle (LTE-

V2V) communication, which consists of two phases, i.e., the

leader’s information dissemination (LID) and the followers’

information dissemination (FID). We use relays to forward

the leader’s messages in the LID phase, and adopt frequency

reuse (i.e., one sub-channel is allocated to multiple vehicles)

to improve spectrum utilization in the FID phase. Further,

we extend an adaptive control strategy using a modified

distributed model predictive control (DMPC) method, where

the control parameters are adjusted according to platoon state

(i.e., whether any vehicle in the platoon is in an abnormal

state) and dynamic information sources (i.e., the set of vehicles

whose messages are successfully received) dependent on the

time-varying wireless channel. To further improve the platoon

safety, auxiliary methods of communication are employed.
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Finally, we conduct simulations to analyze the effects of

communication on platoon control from several aspects and

to validate the platoon safety in both vehicle normal and

failure cases. The contributions of this paper are summarized

as follows:

• Through the proposed periodic communication and con-

trol, the influence of communication delay can be allevi-

ated. The reliability of LID is improved and platoon scale

is extended by appropriately selecting relays, and the

duration of FID can be shortened with frequency reuse.

Thus, the reaction time of vehicles to collect information

and adjust their driving status is reduced;

• The adaptive DMPC-based control strategy enables ve-

hicles to fully use the information received from other

members to better follow the platoon leader and cope

with an emergent case due to vehicle failures. In addition,

to improve platoon safety, we design the control strategy

by integrating a constraint to maintain a safe distance

gap with the closest vehicles. Additionally, the proposed

auxiliary methods enhance the ability of resisting com-

munication failures;

• Simulation results show the effectiveness of our proposed

joint design in guaranteeing platoon safety in both vehicle

normal and failure cases where position errors are well

controlled and vehicle collisions can be avoided suc-

cessfully. Furthermore, comparison with C-V2X Mode

4 shows the benefit of the proposed relay-based com-

munication scheme in terms of keeping a more reliable

connection to the platoon leader for platoon members,

thus improving the platoon control performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we discuss related works on platoon communication

and control. In Section III, we describe the system model.

In Section IV, the relay selection problem is studied. Our

adaptive control strategy is presented in Section V. Finally, we

validate our proposed solutions through extensive simulations

in Section VI, followed by concluding remarks in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In the past decades, there are many research works on

platoon communication. In [15], Fernandes and Nunes propose

intra-platoon information management strategies for dealing

with safe and stable operation, arguing that using anticipatory

information from both the platoon leader and the followers

significantly improves platoon string stability. Peng et al. [26]

jointly consider the evolved multimedia broadcast multicast

services (MBMS) and device-to-device (D2D) multicast com-

munications to enable intra-platoon communications, where a

sub-channel allocation scheme and a power control mechanism

are proposed. In [27], an IEEE 802.11p-based communica-

tion model is introduced for multiplatoon scenarios, with a

probabilistic performance analysis of distributed-coordination-

function-based intra- and inter-platoon communications.

In addition, platoon control mechanisms have been exten-

sively studied. Oncu et al. [14] propose a CACC system to

improve traffic flow stability and throughput using a constant-

time headway spacing policy. In [17], a multiobjective H∞

control formulation is investigated for adaptive cruise control

(ACC) and CACC structures to guarantee the stability of a

vehicle platoon. The proposed control strategy is to provide not

only the system stability, but also the string stability as distinct

from the traditional H∞ control. In [28], a sliding-mode based

control law is studied to guarantee both homogeneous and het-

erogeneous string stability, in which a constant-time headway

spacing policy is applied and the parasitic time delays and

lags of the actuators and sensors are considered. Furthermore,

considering fixed yet unidirectional communication network

topologies, Zheng et al. [29] present a DMPC method that

does not need all followers to maintain connections with the

platoon leader. However, the impact of packet drops due to

the time-varying wireless channel and potential interference is

not explored.

More recently, research efforts are extended to jointly deal

with both communication and control of a vehicle platoon

[23]–[25]. In [23], a joint control-communication scheme

is developed for a practical traffic scenario based on IEEE

802.11p. The contention-based communication scheme results

in communication congestion and performance degradation,

especially for a crowded scenario with a large and uncertain

communication delay. Zhang et al. [24] propose an LTE-

V2V assisted platooning system, where a prediction-based

control scheme is used to reduce the required intra-platoon

gap. In [25], the control parameter setting of vehicles and radio

resource allocation in an LTE-V2V network for cooperative

awareness message (CAM) transmission are jointly considered

to minimize position tracking error, while guaranteeing the

reliability requirements of V2V communication and string

stability of the platoon with a preceding-leader-following

topology. Different from most of the existing studies focusing

on one-hop communication range and fixed communication

network topologies in a normal platoon state, in this paper,

we use relays to extend communication range and design an

adaptive control strategy that can resist channel impairment

(thus fitting time-varying communication network topologies)

and deal with an abnormal platoon state due to vehicle failures

as well.

Figure 1. Platoon scenario and vehicle grouping.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we introduce the vehicle platoon scenario as

well as communication and control models. Consider a platoon

of M + 1 vehicles driving in the same lane, as illustrated

in Fig. 1. Label the vehicles as 0, 1, ...,M , where Vehicle

0 is the leader of the platoon and the others are followers.

Each vehicle is equipped with an embedded global positioning
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Table I
SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT SYMBOLS

Symbol Definition
α Path loss exponent
B Number of sub-channels in FID

cm,a Comfort coefficient of Vehicle m
cm,j Importance coefficient of Vehicle j for Vehicle m
cm,u Convincing coefficient of Vehicle m
Dc Constant gap of adjacent vehicles
M Number of following vehicles
N Length of a prediction window

NLID Number of slots reserved for LID
NFID Number of slots reserved for FID
Nq Number of slots reserved for Relay q
Pt Transmit power

Sm(t)
Set of vehicles from which Vehicle m receives control
messages in [t, t+ T ]

T Frame duration
Ts Slot duration

ua
m(k|t) kth assumed control input of Vehicle m at time t

up
m(k|t) kth predicted control input of Vehicle m at time t

um,max(t) Maximum acceleration of Vehicle m at time t
umin Maximum negative breaking acceleration
u0 Maximum acceleration when vehicle velocity is 0
uth Maximum acceleration when vehicle velocity is vth
vth Maximum velocity of vehicles
W Bandwidth of intra-platoon communication

ym(t) Kinetic status of Vehicle m at time t
ya
m(k|t) kth assumed kinetic status of Vehicle m at time t

yp
m(k|t) kth predicted kinetic status of Vehicle m at time t

ȳm,j(k|t) kth ideal kinetic gap between Vehicles m and j at time t

system (GPS) device and other sensors to acquire its own

driving status (e.g., position, velocity, acceleration, and failure

indication). To extend the communication range of the platoon

leader, there are Q relays to forward the leader’s information,

labeled as L1, L2, ..., LQ, whose distances from the leader are

denoted as DL1
, DL2

, ..., DLQ
, respectively. The whole platoon

is thus divided into Q+ 1 groups, with Group q consisting of

Vehicles {Lq−1+1, Lq−1+2, ..., Lq}, where q ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q+1}.

Specifically, we let Vehicle L0 and Vehicle LQ+1 represent

Vehicle 0 and Vehicle M , respectively. In this work, we

consider only longitudinal control. A summary of important

symbols is given in Table I for easy reference.

The platoon system operates under periodic control, in

which time is partitioned into frames of constant duration T ,

as shown in Fig. 2. Each frame consists of multiple slots,

each of duration Ts. Let the total radio spectrum bandwidth

allocated to the platoon be W , and the transmit power of

all vehicles be Pt. At the beginning of each frame, vehicles

sample their driving status, which will be transmitted in the

current frame to other vehicles for calculating their control

inputs. Each frame is divided into two phases. In the first

phase, vehicles within the same platoon exchange information

with each other (named intra-platoon communication). The ex-

changed information and bandwidth or sub-channel allocation

to facilitate intra-platoon communication are specified later

in Subsection III-C. In the second phase, computation (i.e.,

vehicles calculating the control inputs for the next multiple

frames based on the received information) and inter-platoon

communication (e.g., for management between platoons) take

place simultaneously. Though inter-platoon communication is

beyond the scope of this paper, for extension convenience, it is

included in the communication module. It is noteworthy that

the division of time resource between intra-platoon commu-

nication and inter-platoon communication should depend on

the size of messages transmitted in both phases, bandwidth

allocation for a platoon, and spectrum efficiency supported

by the physical layer. In this work, to study the effect of the

proposed joint design of platoon communication and control,

we will consider in Section VI a frame of long enough duration

to accommodate the potential size of messages in both phases.

However, the detailed message and control design for inter-

platoon management is considered as future work.

Figure 2. Communication frame structure and functionality.

A. Vehicle Dynamics

The model of vehicle dynamics captures the relationship

between vehicle kinetic status and control variables. The

control variable is specified as acceleration, and the kinetic

status consists of vehicle position and velocity. The discrete-

time dynamics model for Vehicle m is

xm(t+ 1) = xm(t) + vm(t)T + 0.5um(t)T 2 (1a)

vm(t+ 1) = vm(t) + um(t)T (1b)

where xm(t) and vm(t) denote the position and velocity of

Vehicle m at time t, respectively, T is the frame duration, and

um(t) is Vehicle m’s control input, i.e., its desired acceleration.

The control input is subject to a box constraint

umin ≤ um(t) ≤ um,max(t) (2)

where umin is the minimal acceleration (i.e., the maximal

negative braking acceleration) and is a constant, and um,max(t)

is the maximal acceleration of Vehicle m at time t satisfying

um,max(t) =
Fmax − femvg − fav

2
m(t)

mv
(3)

with g, Fmax, mv, fa, and fe denoting the acceleration of

gravity, maximal vehicle traction, vehicle mass, air resistance

coefficient, and friction resistance coefficient, respectively. We

assume that vehicles in the platoon are isomorphic, i.e., all the

vehicles have the same dynamic parameters.

Further, let vector ym(t) = [xm(t), vm(t)]T denote the

kinetic status of Vehicle m at time t, so that (1) can be rewritten

as:
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ym(t+ 1) = Fd[ym(t), um(t)]

=

[
1 T

0 1

][
xm(t)

vm(t)

]
+

[
T 2

2

T

]
um(t)

(4)

where matrix Fd[·, ·] denotes the vehicle dynamics function.

B. Objective of Platoon Control

The objective of platoon control is to let the followers

track the leader’s speed, while maintaining a desired constant

distance gap Dc between adjacent vehicles. The constant

spacing condition is satisfied as

lim
t→∞ |vm(t)− v0(t)| = 0 (5a)

lim
t→∞ |x0(t)− xm(t)−mDc| = 0. (5b)

In the case of communication failures with the leader, the

followers’ information can be used because they follow the

control objective as well. However, the followers’ information

is less valuable than the leader’s because of communication

delay, reaction delay, and influence of neighboring vehicles.

C. Intra-platoon Communication

To improve platoon control performance, an effective intra-

platoon communication protocol is needed. Considering the

limited radio spectrum resources, we focus on transmitting

information that improves the platoon control performance

rather than delivering each vehicle’s information fairly. Fig. 2

illustrates our intra-platoon communication scheme, consisting

of the LID and the FID. Based on LTE-V2V, the commu-

nication resources allocated to both the LID and FID are

divided into slots and sub-channels, and each vehicle uses pre-

allocated resource elements for information exchange.

Since the platoon leader is responsible for platoon man-

agement and its driving status is the control reference of the

followers, we separate the LID from the FID to eliminate

interference and to improve the probability of successfully

receiving the leader’s messages. As shown in Fig. 2, there are

NLID slots in total allocated for the LID, in which the platoon

leader uses the first slot to broadcast its information, including

its position, velocity, acceleration, and fault indication of any

vehicle in the platoon that is in an abnormal state. We consider

that if any vehicle in the platoon is in an abnormal state, it

will broadcast its state information (i.e., abnormal acceleration

or deceleration). Other vehicles overhearing this information

will re-broadcast it to notify other members in the platoon.

In order to extend the platoon leader’s communication range,

we use relays to forward the leader’s information, using the

remaining (NLID − 1) slots. We consider that, to maximize

the benefit of utilizing relays, not only each relay Lq but

also the number of slots allocated to a relay Nq should

be appropriately decided (see Fig. 2). The relay selection

problem will be studied later in Section IV. The platoon leader

can be in charge of calculating and disseminating the relay

configuration in its platoon leader’s information. If a follower

vehicle is configured as a relay, it will keep forwarding the

platoon leader’s information at allocated slots until the relay

configuration changes. It is also noteworthy that in the LID

phase each vehicle transmits over the whole bandwidth W due

to no other simultaneously-transmitting platoon members.

The leader can be out of connection for some followers, e.g.,

due to severe channel impairments. As a result, as shown in

Fig. 2 the FID is to exchange information among neighboring

vehicles using NFID slots. In the FID phase, the allocated

bandwidth W is divided into B sub-channels, numbered

1, 2, ..., B. Vehicle m chooses the sub-channel with index equal

to the remainder of m divided by B for transmission. When the

number of sub-channels B is less than the number of following

vehicles M , the frequency reuse within the platoon increases

spectrum utilization and improves the information exchange

rate. The closer two vehicles are, the higher the probability

of successfully exchanging information. The probability also

depends on the value of B/M . As B/M increases, the interfer-

ence within the platoon decreases. Thus, the probability of suc-

cessful communication with neighboring vehicles increases,

leading to better communication performance. However, given

W , a larger B value means smaller sub-channel bandwidth,

which increases the transmission time. It is also noteworthy

that, in the proposed intra-platoon communication scheme, to

make each platoon member transmit in the allocated slot(s),

all vehicles in a platoon need to keep synchronized, thereby

increasing the overhead.

IV. RELAY SELECTION

In the LID phase, we use relays to forward the leader’s

information. In this section, we propose an approach to select

relays and determine their resource allocation, aiming at

maximizing the minimal average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

among the vehicles in the platoon.

In the LID procedure, each vehicle receives messages from

the leader and relays in front within the platoon. With the

vehicle grouping as depicted in Fig. 1, vehicles in the same

group receive the leader’s information from the same transmit-

ter(s). Considering a distance-dependent large-scale attenua-

tion channel model, the average SNR decreases as the distance

between the transmitter and receiver increases. Consequently,

in Group q, Vehicle Lq has the minimal average SNR since

it has the largest distance from the transmitters in front. In

the whole platoon, the vehicle having the minimal average

SNR is among Vehicles {L1, L2, ..., LQ,M}. To simplify the

analysis, we assume the platoon is under an ideal condition,

where all consecutive vehicles have the desired distance gap

Dc, so the distance between Vehicle Lq and the platoon leader

satisfies DLq
= LqDc. Using the maximal-rate-combining

(MRC) method and provided that the selected relay Vehicle

Lq retransmits for Nq times (see Fig. 2), the average SNR of

relays and Vehicle M are given by

γ̄(Lq) =

q−1∑
q′=1

Nq′Pt[(Lq − Lq′)Dc]
−α

N0
+

Pt(LqDc)
−α

N0
(6a)

γ̄(M) =

Q∑
q′=1

Nq′Pt[(M − Lq′)Dc]
−α

N0
+

Pt(MDc)
−α

N0
(6b)
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where q ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q} is the relay index, α denotes the path-

loss exponent, and N0 represents the received background

noise power.

The relay selection is formulated as an integer programming

problem:

max
Q,{Lq}Q

q=1,{Nq}Q
q=1

min{γ̄(L1), γ̄(L2), ..., γ̄(LQ), γ̄(M)}

(7a)

s.t. 0 < L1 < L2 < ... < LQ < M (7b)

Q∑
q=1

Nq = NLID − 1 (7c)

Q ≤ min{M − 1, NLID − 1} (7d)

γ̄(Lq) ≥ γth, ∀q ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q} (7e)

Q,Lq, Nq ∈ Z
+, ∀q ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q} (7f)

where γth denotes the SNR threshold to successfully decode

the leader’s message. The objective function given in (7a) is

to maximize the minimal average SNR among all relays and

Vehicle M . Constraint (7b) describes the relay order in the

platoon. Constraint (7c) means that the total number of slots

reserved for the Q selected relays is NLID− 1. Inequality (7d)

ensures that the number of selected relays should be no more

than the minimum between the number of vehicles in the

platoon excluding Vehicle M and the total number of slots

reserved for relaying. Constraint (7e) ensures that a vehicle

can be a relay only if on average it has high enough SNR to

successfully decode the platoon leader’s message. Constraints

(7f) imply that the optimization problem needs a positive

integer solution.

Since the platoon scale cannot be too large, we use a

dynamic programming method [30] to solve this problem, as

described in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. Algorithm 1 is

to find the best relay selection result from all feasible relay

selection results in X produced by Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2

is designed in a recursive manner to search all relay selection

results satisfying constraints in (7b)-(7f).

V. DMPC-BASED PLATOON CONTROL STRATEGY

A platoon control strategy determines how to calculate the

vehicles’ control inputs in future frames. In this section, we

present a platoon control strategy using a modified DMPC

model. This control scheme is distributed, being carried out

independently by each vehicle. Different from the traditional

DMPC method [29], here the control parameters of a vehicle

in the platoon are designed to be adaptive according to platoon

state (i.e., whether any vehicle in the platoon is in an abnormal

state) and dynamic information sources (i.e., the set of vehicles

whose messages are successfully received). Furthermore, we

take vehicle acceleration as the control input, and add safe

distance constraints to cope with occasional vehicle failures.

We also adopt auxiliary methods to improve platoon safety

in case of failed communications. In the following, we take

Vehicle m as an example to present the control strategy.

As shown in Fig. 3, Vehicle m predicts the control inputs

in the N frames following the current frame. These N frames

are called the prediction window. Focusing on time t, we

Algorithm 1 RelaySelection

Input: M,NLID, Pt, γth, Dc, N0, α

Output: The best relay selection result Q∗, {L∗
q}Q

∗
q=1, {N∗

q}Q
∗

q=1

1: x ← zeros(1, M);

2: X ← RelaySearching(x, 1, M − 1, NLID, γth);

3: γmax ← 0;

4: for each x in X do
5: q ← 1;

6: for each i = 1 : M − 1 do
7: if x[i] > 0 then
8: Nq ← x[i];

9: Lq ← i;

10: q ← q + 1;

11: end if
12: end for
13: Q ← q;

14: Calculate γ̄(L1), γ̄(L2), ..., γ̄(LQ), γ̄(M) according to

the relay selection result Q, {Lq}Qq=1, {Nq}Qq=1;

15: γmin ← min{γ̄(L1), γ̄(L2), ..., γ̄(LQ), γ̄(M)};

16: if γmin ≥ γmax then
17: γmax ← γmin;

18: (Q∗, {L∗
q}Q

∗
q=1, {N∗

q }Q
∗

q=1)← (Q, {Lq}Qq=1, {Nq}Qq=1);

19: end if
20: end for

Algorithm 2 RelaySearching

Input: x, sv, ev, NLID, γth
Output: The set of all feasible relay selection results X

1: X ← {};

2: if NLID − 1 < 0 or sv > ev then
3: return;

4: end if
5: if NLID − 1 = 0 then
6: X ← {x};

7: return;

8: end if
9: Calculate the average SNR γsv of Vehicle sv according to

the relay selection result in x;

10: if γsv ≥ γth then
11: for each i = 0 : NLID − 1 do
12: x′ ← x;

13: x′[sv] ← i;

14: X ′ ← RelaySearching(x′, sv+1, ev, NLID− i, γth);

15: X ← X ∪ X ′;
16: end for
17: else
18: return;

19: end if

define two types of Vehicle m’s kinetic status consisting of

its position and velocity over the prediction horizon [t+T, t+

(N+1)T ]: yp
m(k|t), the predicted kinetic status of Vehicle m at

time t+kT estimated in the frame starting at time t according

to the vehicle dynamics function (4), which depends on the

actual status, i.e., ym(t) and um(t), and the predicted control

inputs to be calculated, i.e., upm(k|t), k = 1, 2, ..., N ; ya
m(k|t),
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Figure 3. DMPC controller.

the assumed kinetic status of Vehicle m at time t+ kT , which

is a shifted version of the predicted kinetic status calculated

in the frame starting at time t − T . Specifically, the first and

following predicted kinetic status at time t− T are the actual

and the assumed kinetic status at time t, respectively, i.e.,

ym(t) = yp
m(1|t− T ) (8a)

ya
m(k|t) = yp

m(k + 1|t− T ), k ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}. (8b)

The assumed kinetic status ya
m(k|t) is transmitted to other

vehicles for control. Similarly, Vehicle m receives other ve-

hicles’ assumed kinetic status ya
j∈Sm(t)(k|t), where Sm(t)

represents the set of vehicles from which Vehicle m suc-

cessfully receives messages in frame [t, t + T ]. According to

the platoon control objective, each vehicle tracks the speed

of the leader and maintains a desired distance gap with the

preceding vehicle. Due to possible communication failures

with the leader and platoon safety requirements, neighboring

vehicles’ kinetic status should also be taken into consideration.

We assign adaptive weighting factors to different vehicles in

order to adjust their effectiveness. In this model, the platoon

control objective function is applied to the entire prediction

window. Then, the control strategy can be formulated as an

optimization problem to keep a desired status (i.e., the same

speed and desired distance gap) with other vehicles. In the

following subsections, we introduce the objective function and

constraints of the optimization problem, respectively.

A. Objective Function

Considering the uncertainty of obtaining the leader’s infor-

mation, we take the other vehicles’ kinetic status into account.

Actually, the received messages from all member vehicles

are used, which is our proposed “ALL” topology. Define

ȳm,j(t) = [(m − j)Dc, 0]
T as the desired kinetic status gap

between Vehicles m and j. Since each vehicle’s information

has a different influence on the platoon control, we assign

coefficients to distinguish the importance degree. Thus, the

objective function of the kinetic trajectory is expressed as

min
up
m(1|t),...,up

m(N |t)
f1

=

N∑
k=1

⎡
⎣ ∑
j∈Sm(t)

cm,j ||yp
m(k|t)− ya

j (k|t)− ȳm,j(k|t)||2
⎤
⎦ (9)

where cm,j is the weighting factor of Vehicle j for Vehicle m.

To ensure driving comfort, the acceleration of vehicles

should be close to zero, i.e.,

min
up
m(1|t),...,up

m(N |t)
f2 =

N∑
k=1

[
cm,a|upm(k|t)| ] (10)

where cm,a is the comfort coefficient of Vehicle m.

Further, the predicted kinetic status should be close to the

assumed kinetic status since that is used by other vehicles for

control. So the following function should also be included in

the objective function

min
up
m(1|t),...,up

m(N |t)
f3 =

N∑
k=1

[
cm,u||yp

m(k|t)− ya
m(k|t)||2

]
(11)

where cm,u denotes the confidence coefficient of Vehicle m.

B. Constraints

1) Velocity Constraint: On real roads, vehicle speeds are

restricted. Let vth denote the restricted maximal speed thresh-

old. Then the kth predictive velocity of Vehicle m at time t is

constrained as

0 ≤ vpm(k|t) ≤ vth. (12)
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To ensure platoon stability and safety, the velocities of adjacent

vehicles are under box constraints

vam−1(k|t)− ε ≤ vpm(k|t) ≤ vam−1(k|t) + ε

vam+1(k|t)− ε ≤ vpm(k|t) ≤ vam+1(k|t) + ε
(13)

where ε ≥ 0 is the allowed velocity difference boundary with

adjacent vehicles.
2) Acceleration Constraint: According to Subsection III-A,

the kth predictive acceleration constraint of Vehicle m at time

t is given by

umin ≤ upm(k|t) ≤ um,max(k|t) = Fmax − femvg − fa[v
p
m(k|t)]2

mv
.

(14)
3) Safe Distance Constraint: In the platoon control, safety

has the highest priority. Safety is guaranteed by keeping a

distance gap large enough for reaction (i.e., decelerate or

accelerate). Define dm,f (dm,b) as the forward (backward) safe

distance representing the minimal distance that Vehicle m can

react to by decelerating (accelerating) to avoid collision with

the preceding (following) vehicle when it suddenly brakes (ac-

celerates). The safe distance constraint is applied throughout

the prediction window, given by

xam−1(k|t)− xpm(k|t) ≥ dm,f

=2Tvpm(k|t) + [vam−1(k|t)]2 − [vpm(k|t)]2
2umin

(15a)

xpm(k|t)− xam+1(k|t) ≥ dm,b

=2T [vth − vpm(k|t)]
+ Fa,x[v

a
m+1(k|t), vth]− Fa,x[v

p
m(k|t), vth]

+ {Fa,t[v
p
m(k|t), vth]− Fa,t[v

a
m+1(k|t), vth]}vth

(15b)

where Fa,x[vs, ve] represents the vehicles’ accelerating distance

from start velocity vs to end velocity ve with maximal accel-

eration, and Fa,t[vs, ve] represents the associated accelerating

time in the process. A detailed derivation is given in Appendix

A.
4) Convergence Constraint: To make the control process

convergent, similar to [29], the following equality constraint

is considered:

yp
m(N +1|t) =

∑
j∈Sm(t) cm,j

[
ya
j (N + 1|t)− ȳm,j(N + 1|t)]∑
j∈Sm(t) cm,j

.

(16)

This means that Vehicle m has the same output kinetic status

as the weighted average of the assumed kinetic outputs of

vehicles in Sm(t).

C. Controller Design

Finally, the control strategy of each vehicle is specified as

min
up
m(1|t),...,up

m(N |t)
f1 + f2 + f3 (17a)

s.t. yp
m(k|t) = [xpm(k|t), vpm(k|t)]T (17b)

yp
m(k + 1|t) = Fd[y

p
m(k|t), upm(k|t)] (17c)

and (12)-(16) hold.

In the optimization problem, constraints (14) and (15) are

not convex. To address the optimization problem efficiently,

we reformulate it to a convex problem as follows.

For the acceleration constraint (14), um,max(k|t) is a convex

function of vpm(k|t). Due to the property of a convex function

and the velocity constraint, we have

um,max(k|t) ≥ uth − u0
vth

vpm(k|t)+u0, vpm(k|t) ∈ [0, vth] (18)

where u0 = Fmax−femvg
mv

and uth =
Fmax−femvg−fav

2
th

mv
denote

the maximal acceleration when velocity vpm(k|t) is 0 and

vth, respectively. According to (18), we use the following

necessary condition to replace (14):

umin ≤ upm(k|t) ≤ uth − u0
vth

vpm(k|t) + u0. (19)

As for the safe distance constraints in (15), we reformulate

them by using the linear yet strict inequalities derived in

Appendix B as follows

xam−1(k|t)− xpm(k|t) ≥2Tvpm(k|t)− 2vam−1(k|t)ε+ ε2

2umin

xpm(k|t)− xam+1(k|t) ≥2T [vth − vpm(k|t)]
+

1

A
[vpm(k|t)− vam+1(k|t)]

− uth
A2

(
ln

{
A

u0
[vam+1(k|t)− ε] + 1

}

−ln[
A

u0
vam+1(k|t) + 1]

)
(20)

where A = uth−u0
vth

. As a result, the optimization problem is

transformed to a convex optimization problem. It is noteworthy

that, although the transformation is not equivalent, the feasible

region of the transformed problem is within that of the original

problem and the new problem can be solved efficiently with

many existing algorithms such as gradient descent [31].

D. Auxiliary Methods of Communication

Severe communication conditions can cause communication

failures even between consecutive vehicles. To acquire reliable

status information of neighboring vehicles, we design two

auxiliary methods of communication. The first, named sensor-
based, uses sensors to obtain information on adjacent vehicles.

The second, named latest-receiving, uses messages received

in the previous frame. For the first method, considering that

the sensors are limited to obtaining only current position and

velocity information on adjacent vehicles and do not include

their acceleration, the predictive information is extended from

the sensed measurement assuming that the velocity remains

constant in the prediction window. For the second method, if

message exchanges with adjacent vehicles fail in the current

frame, their information used for control parameter setting is

modified from those received in the previous frame by

ya
j (k|t) = ya

j (k + 1|t− T ), k = 1, 2, ..., N − 1 (21a)

ya
j (N |t) = Fd

[
ya
j (N |t− T ),

vaj (N |t− T )− vaj (N − 1|t− T )

T

]
(21b)

where j ∈ {m− 1,m+ 1} is the index of vehicles adjacent to

Vehicle m.
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E. Adaptive Coefficient

In the optimization problem, parameters cm,a, cm,u, and

cm,j are adaptable to the environment, where the former two

are Vehicle m’s own-state dependent, and the last one is

related to other vehicles’ information that Vehicle m receives.

A vehicle’s status error can thus come from its control errors

and status errors contained in other vehicles’ information. Each

vehicle should use the information of vehicles that have a large

probability of successfully receiving the leader’s information,

i.e., vehicles close to the leader. However, the platoon control

strategy is different in cases when a vehicle in the platoon is in

an abnormal state (i.e., decelerate or accelerate abnormally).

Equipped with advanced sensors, vehicles can detect their own

abnormal status. Once occurred, such status information is

broadcast in the control messages. Other vehicles will adjust

their control upon receiving the notification. Depending on

whether or not there is a vehicle member in an abnormal state,

we classify the platoon state into normal cases and failure

cases, and the parameters in both cases are set differently as

follows:

1) Normal Case: Both cm,a and cm,u should be considered;

while for cm,j , only front vehicles are considered, and vehicles

closer to the leader have a larger weighting factor.

2) Failure Case: If a vehicle decelerates abnormally, its

preceding vehicles drive as in the normal case, and for

longitudinal control we consider that the latter vehicles fol-

low the abnormal vehicle to decelerate correspondingly. If a

vehicle accelerates abnormally, the vehicle directly behind the

abnormal vehicle can become a new leader for all the vehicles

following behind, and vehicles in front of the abnormal

vehicle will accelerate correspondingly to avoid intra-platoon

collisions.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, simulations are conducted to evaluate the

proposed joint communication and control scheme. The initial

state of the platoon at t = 0 is set at a desired state: the leader

with x0(0) = 10M m and v0(0) = 20 m/s, and the follower

vehicles with xm(0) = 10(M −m) m, vm(0) = 20 m/s, and the

desired spacing at 10 m. The trajectory of the leader is given

by

v0 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

20 + 0.5t t ∈ [0, 8] s

24 t ∈ (8, 12] s

24− (t− 12) t ∈ (12, 18] s

18 t ∈ (18, 22] s

18 + 0.5(t− 22) t ∈ (22, 26] s

20 t ∈ (26, 30] s.

(22)

Unless otherwise stated, the default values of the proposed

scheme parameters are as in Table II. Here, to study the

performance of the joint design of platoon communication and

control, we also let the platoon undergo different levels of ex-

ternal interference Iext, with a default value of −80 dBW. For

the wireless channel, we consider a quasi-static fading-channel

environment where the channel gain remains unchanged within

a frame but can change independently according to the large-

scale path loss and small-scale Rayleigh fading. In addition,the

Table II
SIMULATION DEFAULT PARAMETER VALUES

Parameter Value Parameter Value
T 50 ms Ts 1 ms
M 20 N 20

NLID 5 NFID 6
W 2.5 MHz Iext -80dBW
B 6 γth 12 dB
N0 -80 dBW Pt 23 dBm
α 3.5 ε 0.6m/s

Dc 10 m umin -6m/s2

Fmax 4196 N mv 1000 kg

fe 0.02 fa 2.5 N·s2/m2

vth 40 m/s cm,a 0.1

cm,u 0.1 cm,j
1

j−minj∈Sm(t){j}+1
for j ≤ m

Table III
SIMULATION PARAMETER VALUES FOR C-V2X MODE 4

Parameter Value
Packet transmission frequency 20 Hz

Channel bandwidth 10 MHz
Number of sub-channels per sub-frame 4

Number of resource blocks per sub-channel 12
Resource re-selection probaility 0.5

Modulation type QPSK
Coding rate 0.5

subcarrier setting at the physical layer of the proposed com-

munication scheme is the same as that of the C-V2X protocol

[32]. Then, for QPSK modulation with coding rate 0.5, a 2.5-

MHz channel bandwidth provides a transmission rate of 2016

bits per transmission opportunity for vehicles in both the LID

and FID phases, which is larger than the 190 bytes of a normal

packet in periodic vehicle traffic [33]. So, as we use less

than a quarter of the time resource in a frame for the intra-

platoon communication, we actually consider in the simulation

a frame setting of long enough duration to accommodate the

potential size of messages in both intra-platoon and inter-

platoon communication.

Furthermore, to study the effect of the proposed platoon

communication scheme, we compare it with that of C-V2X

Mode 4. In C-V2X Mode 4, vehicles autonomously select

their resources without the assistance of the cellular infrastruc-

ture. To this end, they use the sensing-based semi-persistent

scheduling (SPS) scheme specified in Release 14 [34], [35].

The interested reader can refer to [32] for details. For a prac-

tical comparison with the proposed communication scheme,

the parameters of C-V2X Mode 4 in the simulation are set

according to [32], as listed in Table III. It is noteworthy that

to be consistent with the third generation partnership project

(3GPP) standard, we allow C-V2X Mode 4 to have four times

the bandwidth of the proposed communication scheme.

In the simulations, we use three communication network

topologies: preceding-following (PF), in which each vehicle

only uses the information of the preceding vehicle for control;

preceding-leader-following (PLF), in which each vehicle uses

the information of the leader and the preceding vehicle; and

ALL, in which each vehicle uses all the information that it

can obtain from other vehicles. A vehicle position error is the

deviation of its actual position from the desired position with

respect to the platoon leader or a failed vehicle. We record
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Latest-receiving Perfect-sensor Imperfect-sensor
Different auxiliary methods

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5
E p,

l (m
)

Vehicle 3, maximal
Vehicle 3, mean
Vehicle 11, maximal
Vehicle 11, mean
Vehicle 20, maximal
Vehicle 20, mean

Figure 4. Average position errors with different auxiliary methods of
communication under the PF topology.

the position errors at the beginning of each frame and take the

maximal and average position errors during the entire control

process as the metrics of control performance. The results

are averaged over 10 repeated experiments and the confidence

interval is set to 95%. Let Ep,l and Ep,f represent the position

errors on the basis of the platoon leader in the normal case

and of the failed vehicle in the failure cases, respectively. Also,

denote Pp and Pl as the probability of successfully receiving

messages from the preceding vehicle and from the platoon

leader, respectively.

To distinguish the effect of sensors, we consider two sensor-
based methods, namely perfect-sensor and imperfect-sensor.

In the perfect-sensor method, we assume that the obtained

data is accurate. In the imperfect-sensor method, the obtained

data has measurement errors, where position error and velocity

error are set to follow uniform distributions over [−0.05, 0.05]

m and [−0.1, 0.1] m/s, respectively. The default auxiliary

method is set as latest-receiving in the following experiments.

A. PF Topology

Under the PF topology, we perform two experiments in

the normal case without using relays. First, we compare the

platoon control performance using different auxiliary methods

of communication. Fig. 4 shows the average position error

under the PF topology for Vehicles 3, 11, and 20. The latter

vehicles have larger position errors because their information

contains the position error of the preceding vehicles. There-

fore, the position errors increase as the number of vehicles

increases. Comparing simulation results of the two sensor-

based methods, the maximal error is larger if using the

imperfect-sensor method, but the average error changes little.

This is explainable since the measurement errors have both

positive and negative values, generating opposite influences

on the platoon control. Thus, through averaging, the effect

of measurement errors is reduced. Among the three methods,

we find that vehicles using the latest-receiving method has

the lowest position errors because it can provide information

on predictive frames and acceleration. However, the control

(a)

4 6 12
Number of subchannels B

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

E p,
l (m

)

Vehicle 3, maximal
Vehicle 3, mean
Vehicle 11, maximal
Vehicle 11, mean
Vehicle 20, maximal
Vehicle 20, mean

(b)

Figure 5. Performance with different numbers of sub-channels under the PF
topology. (a) Probability of successfully connecting to the preceding vehicle.
(b) Position error of the platoon leader.

performance using the latest-receiving method is largely in-

fluenced by the communication environment, which can cause

useless out-of-date messages.

The second experiment is conducted to compare the perfor-

mance with different numbers of sub-channels. Fig. 5 displays

the simulation results as the number of sub-channels B varies

over 4, 6, and 12. As the number of sub-channels becomes

larger, vehicles using the same sub-channel are located further

apart. Hence, the probability of successfully receiving the

preceding vehicle’s information increases. Therefore, the po-

sition errors decline, as depicted in Fig. 5(b). This shows that

successful connections between vehicles and their preceding

vehicles improve platoon control.

B. PLF Topology

In this experiment, we observe the influence of different

numbers of slots allocated for LID to analyze the impact

of the leader’s information. We choose the latest-receiving

auxiliary method and set the number of sub-channels to 6.

The results are plotted in Fig. 6. It is noteworthy that for the

performance comparison in the figure we also show the results
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(a)

1 3 5
N LID

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

E p,
l (m

)

Vehicle 3, maximal
Vehicle 3, mean
Vehicle 11, maximal
Vehicle 11, mean
Vehicle 20, maximal
Vehicle 20, mean

(b)

Figure 6. Performance with different NLID’s under the PLF topology. (a)
Probability of successfully connecting to the leader. (b) Position error of the
platoon leader.

of no activated relay (i.e., NLID = 1). Based on our selection

scheme, the selected relays are Vehicles 4 and 8 with NLID = 3

and Vehicles 4, 8, 12, and 16 with NLID = 5, so the result for

Vehicle 3 does not change. As NLID or the number of relays

grows, Pl increases significantly for Vehicles 11 and 20. As

opposed to the probability of successful communication, the

position errors decrease as the number of slots allocated for

LID or the number of relays increases. In addition, comparing

the result without relays under the PLF topology with that of

the same setting under the PF topology, the position error of

all vehicles decreases.

C. ALL Topology

Under the ALL topology, each vehicle receives messages

from all the other vehicles. However, in the normal case,

only the preceding vehicles’ information is used for control.

Hence, we focus on the trend of the average number of

preceding vehicles in Sm and the position errors when the

external interference changes. The external interference is set

as {−90,−85,−80,−75,−70} dBW, and NLID is set to 5 (thus

(a)

-90 -85 -80 -75 -70
External interference power Iext(dBW)

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

E p,
l (m

)

Vehicle 3, maximal
Vehicle 3, mean
Vehicle 11, maximal
Vehicle 11, mean
Vehicle 20, maximal
Vehicle 20, mean

PLF ALL
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

(b)

Figure 7. Performance with different levels of external interference under the
ALL topology. (a) Average number of preceding vehicles in Sm. (b) Position
error of the platoon leader.

four relays are used).

As shown in Fig. 7, Vehicle 20 has the largest average

number of preceding vehicles in S20 since it is the last vehicle,

and likewise has small intra-platoon interference. Also, in

general, this average number declines for all vehicles as the

external interference increases, while, on the contrary, the

position error increases. However, for Vehicle 3, the average

number of preceding vehicles in S3 increases and the position

error of Vehicle 11 decreases, when the external interference

increases from −75 dBW to −70 dBW. That is because

the relay selection changes with different levels of external

interference. The selected relay set are Vehicles 3, 6, 9, and

12 with Iext = −75 dBW, and Vehicles 2, 4, 6, and 8 with

Iext = −70 dBW. The latter relay selection would more benefit

vehicles closer to the platoon leader (including Vehicles 3 and

11). Further, comparing the results under the PLF and ALL

topologies with the same parameter values (i.e., NLID = 5

and Iext = −80 dBW), the position errors under the ALL

topology decline significantly. This means that receiving more

preceding vehicles’ information improves the platoon control

performance.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Performance comparison with C-V2X Mode 4. (a) Communication
performance. (b) Position error.

D. Comparison with C-V2X Mode 4

Fig. 8 shows the performance comparison between our

proposed intra-platoon communication scheme and C-V2X

Mode 4. From Fig. 8(a) we can see that, using C-V2X Mode

4, vehicles have a larger average number of connectable pre-

ceding vehicles due to the fourfold available bandwidth, thus

having lower intra-platoon interference. However, as shown

in the figure, because of no relay help, vehicles with C-

V2X Mode 4 are less probable to connect with the platoon

leader. This leads to larger position errors compared with

our proposed communication scheme, as shown in Fig. 8(b).

Specially, the position error of Vehicle 3 remains almost

unchanged because all relays are behind it when NLID = 5,

so it does not benefit from deploying relays.

E. Platoon Control in Failure Cases

We conduct simulations of vehicle failure cases consisting

of abnormal deceleration and acceleration. In both cases, the

control parameters have settings different from Table II, where

cm,j is set based on the failure cause. Let Vehicle p be the

index of the vehicle in the abnormal state. Then cm,a, cm,u, and

cm,j for each Vehicle m are set as follows. In the deceleration

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Position errors to the failed vehicle under the ALL topology in
failure cases. (a) Deceleration case. (b) Acceleration case.

case: if p < m, cm,a and cm,u are set to 0, and cm,j = 1
j−p+1

if p ≤ j < m, otherwise cm,j = 0; if p > m, the setting is

the same as with the normal case. In the acceleration case: if

p < m, Vehicle m moves with the normal parameter setting,

following Vehicle p + 1, which is the new leader for the

remaining vehicles; if p > m, cm,j = 1
p−j+1 if m < j ≤ p,

otherwise cm,j = 0.

The result of the abnormal deceleration case is depicted in

Fig. 9(a). At startup, all vehicles move with normal control

until t = 4 s, when Vehicle 7 breaks down and decelerates

at −5 m/s2. Then, the distances of Vehicles 8, 14, and 20 to

the vehicle in the abnormal state decrease. The vehicle in the

abnormal state broadcasts its fault indication and Vehicle 8 is

the first to obtain notification and take action. So firstly, its

position error stops increasing. Then, other vehicles such as

Vehicles 14 and 20 behave similarly, as shown in Fig. 9(a).

The absolute maximal position error is observed to be 4.5 m

at Vehicle 20, which is much smaller than its desired distance

gap of 130 m to the vehicle in the abnormal state.

On the other hand, Fig. 9(b) shows the result of the abnor-

mal acceleration case. Vehicle 7 accelerates at t = 4 s with its

maximal acceleration, and broadcasts its fault indication. The
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remaining vehicles separate from the platoon and form a new

platoon to drive as normal. So we focus on these preceding

vehicles. Vehicle 6 is the closest and firstly obtains the failure

information. It then accelerates to keep the desired distance

gap. Other vehicles, such as Vehicles 3 and 0, accelerate as

well but with different delays, as shown in Fig. 9(b). The

position errors of the three vehicles increase through the whole

process until these vehicles catch up with the velocity of

vehicle in the abnormal state. However, we can see that the

maximal absolute position error is less than 2.5 m at 30 s,

which is 26 s after Vehicle 7 accelerates abnormally. It is

then small enough to avoid collisions. These two experiments

demonstrate that with our joint communication and control

scheme, collisions can be avoided in failure cases.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a joint design of platoon

communication and control. For the communication part,

we focused more on transmitting messages that are useful

for platoon control rather than delivering each vehicle’s in-

formation fairly. The reliability of the leader’s information

dissemination is improved and the platoon scale is extended

through appropriately selecting relays. For the control part, we

have designed an adaptive DMPC-based control scheme that

can adjust the control parameters according to platoon state

and fully utilize all the messages received for better control

performance while avoiding collisions. Auxiliary methods of

communication have also been adopted to increase the ability

of resisting communication failures. Through simulation, we

have analyzed the effects of communication on platoon control

and tested the safety in platoon failure cases. Simulation results

have validated that our proposed scheme can provide good

control performance and avoid collision in failure cases.

APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF SAFE DISTANCE CONSTRAINTS

Fig. 10(a) illustrates the forward safe distance. Suppose

that Vehicle m − 1 decelerates with umin in the interval

[t + kT, t + kT + T ) and stops at time tm−1,f . Then its stop

position xm−1(tm−1,f) satisfies

xm−1(tm−1,f) ≥ xam−1(k|t)−
[vam−1(k|t)]2

2umin
(23)

where the right side gives the stop position of Vehicle m− 1

if it starts to decelerate at time t+ kT .

After Vehicle m receives Vehicle m−1’s deceleration report

at the next frame, it starts to decelerate with umin at the second

following frame. Supposing that it stops at time tm,f , its stop

position xm(tm,f), given no a priori information on future

kinetic status, can be estimated as [36]

xm(tm,f) = xpm(k|t) + 2Tvpm(k|t)− [vpm(k|t)]2
2umin

. (24)

To avoid collisions, we must have xm−1(tm−1,f) −

xm(tm,f) ≥ 0, i.e.,

xm−1(tm−1,f)− xm(tm,f) ≥xam−1(k|t)− xpm(k|t)− 2Tvpm(k|t)

− [vam−1(k|t)]2 − [vpm(k|t)]2
2umin

≥0
(25)

which implies that the forward safe distance constraint can be

rewritten as

xam−1(k|t)− xpm(k|t) ≥ dm,f

= 2Tvpm(k|t) + [vam−1(k|t)]2 − [vpm(k|t)]2
2umin

.

(26)

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Safe distance illustration. (a) Forward. (b) Backward.

Fig. 10(b) illustrates the backward safe distance. Consider

the worst case, in which Vehicle m + 1 accelerates abruptly

with maximal acceleration in the interval [t+ kT, t+ kT + T ).

After Vehicle m receives Vehicle m + 1’s acceleration report

at the following frame, as well at the second following frame,

it starts to accelerate with maximal acceleration to avoid a

collision. Suppose that after Vehicle m+1 reaches the maximal

velocity vth, its velocity remains unchanged. Define tm,b as

the time when Vehicle m first reaches vth. Then the position
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of Vehicle m+ 1 at time tm,b satisfies

xm+1(tm,b) ≤ xam+1(k|t) + Fa,x[v
a
m+1(k|t), vth]+

{2T + Fa,t[v
p
m(k|t), vth]− Fa,t[v

a
m+1(k|t), vth]}vth

(27)

where Fa,x(vs, ve) and Fa,t(vs, ve) denote, respectively, vehicle

acceleration distance and time from velocity vs to ve with

maximal acceleration. Without a priori information on future

kinetic status, the position xm(tm,b) when Vehicle m first

reaches the maximal velocity can be estimated as [36]

xm(tm,b) = xpm(k|t) + 2Tvpm(k|t) + Fa,x[v
p
m(k|t), vth]. (28)

To avoid a collision, we must have xm(tm,b)−xm+1(tm,b) ≥ 0.

So we have

xm(tm,b)− xm+1(tm,b)

≥{Fa,t[v
a
m+1(k|t), vth]− Fa,t[v

p
m(k|t), vth]}vth

+ Fa,x[v
p
m(k|t), vth]− Fa,x[v

a
m+1(k|t), vth]

+ xpm(k|t)− xam+1(k|t)− 2T [vth − vpm(k|t)]
≥0

(29)

which means that the backward safe distance constraint can

be written as

xpm(k|t)− xam+1(k|t)
≥dm,b

=2T [vth − vpm(k|t)] + Fa,x[v
a
m+1(k|t), vth]− Fa,x[v

p
m(k|t), vth]

+ {Fa,t[v
p
m(k|t), vth]− Fa,t[v

a
m+1(k|t), vth]}vth.

(30)

APPENDIX B

SIMPLIFICATION OF SAFE DISTANCE CONSTRAINTS

For the forward safe distance constraint (15a), as umin

is negative, dm,f increases with vpm(k|t) given vpm(k|t) > 0.

According to (13), before Vehicle m− 1 decelerates, Vehicles

m − 1 and m move with appropriately maintained velocities,

i.e., vpm(k|t) ≤ vam−1(k|t) + ε. So by substituting vpm(k|t) =

vam−1(k|t) + ε into (15), we obtain

dm,f ≤ 2Tvpm(k|t)− 2vam−1(k|t)ε+ ε2

2umin
. (31)

For the backward safe distance constraint (15b), we first

define two functions. Let x = f(t) and v = g(t) denote,

respectively, the time-dependent position and velocity of a

vehicle that accelerates with maximal acceleration from x = 0

and v = 0 at t = 0 until reaching the maximal velocity vth.

Then, Fa,x(vs, ve) and Fa,t(vs, ve) in (15b) can be expressed

as Fa,x(vs, ve) = f(te) − f(ts) and Fa,t(vs, ve) = te − ts,

respectively, where te = g−1(ve) and ts = g−1(vs) are the

times when the vehicle’s velocity is ve and vs, respectively.

So, dm,b in (15b) can be rewritten as

dm,b =2T [vth − vpm(k|t)] + f{g−1[vpm(k|t)]} − f{g−1[vam+1(k|t)]}
+ {g−1[vam+1(k|t)]− g−1[vpm(k|t)]}vth.

(32)

Note that to address optimization problem (17) efficiently,

the acceleration constraint (14) is replaced with its necessary

condition (19). So, a vehicle’s maximal acceleration has a

linear relationship with its velocity v, i.e., umax = Av + u0,

where A = uth−u0
vth

. Substituting this into{
ḟ(t) = g(t)

ġ(t) = v̇ = umax
(33)

with initial conditions f(0) = 0 and g(0) = 0, we obtain

f(t) =
u0
A

t+
u0
A2

eAt − u0
A2

(34a)

g(t) =
u0
A

(eAt − 1). (34b)

Combining (32) and (34), we have

dm,b =2T [vth − vpm(k|t)] + 1

A
[vpm(k|t)− vam+1(k|t)]

− uth
A2

{
ln

[
A

u0
vpm(k|t) + 1

]
− ln

[
A

u0
vam+1(k|t) + 1

]}
(35)

where the last item decreases with vpm(k|t) when 0 ≤ vpm(k|t) ≤
vth. According to (13), vpm(k|t) ≥ vam+1(k|t) − ε. Then, by

substituting vpm(k|t) = vam+1(k|t)− ε into the last term of (35),

we have

dm,b ≤2T [vth − vpm(k|t)] + 1

A
[vpm(k|t)− vam+1(k|t)]

− uth
A2

(
ln

{
A

u0

[
vam+1(k|t)− ε

]
+ 1

}

−ln

[
A

u0
vam+1(k|t) + 1

])
.

(36)
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